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2018 marks 115 years since the inception of the New York Yankees--and what a 115-year

period it's been! But how did the team that has since won a league-leading 27 world

championships get started? In A Franchise on the Rise, veteran sportswriter Dom Amore takes

readers back in time to the first twenty years of the team's existence, from 1903 to 1923,

focusing on all the major players and events, including their first ten years as the Highlanders,

their move to Yankee Stadium, and their subsequent first World Series in 1923. In doing so,

Amore successfully finds the characters' own voices and thereby vividly reconstructs events of

more than a century ago. He recounts the snowy night Honus Wagner was offered twenty crisp

$1,000 bills to join the new franchise in New York; the story behind the holes punched in the

outfield fence that facilitated the stealing of signs in 1909; and why the team thought it may

have had the next big superstar in a college football end named George Halas. This is a tale

about the business of baseball as it was done at the time and, in many ways, as it still must be

done. There was no secret to building a winning organization. It took money and luck, but it

also took a group of people working as a team, each allowed to do his job and each doing it

superbly.

“In A Franchise on the Rise, baseball historian Dom Amore has proven equal to the challenge

of turning the least known, least successful era of the New York Yankees into a compelling and

fascinating read. Painstakingly researched, Yankee fans and baseball historians alike will

applaud Amore's detailed, well-crafted treatment of the long-ignored pre-Babe Ruth Yankees.” -

Bill Madden, 2010 Baseball Hall of Fame J.G. Taylor Spink Award winner“Few people know

and appreciate the complete history of the Yankees like Dom Amore. That’s what makes him

the perfect person to bring to life what is essentially the superhero origin story of baseball’s

most celebrated franchise. This is like learning about Krypton rather than Superman. We all

know about Ruth & Gehrig, Mantle & Maris, Billy & George, Jeter & Mariano. Now we get the

stories we don’t know by heart. You can’t call yourself a true Yankees fan until you know the

whole story, the one Dom Amore tells in vivid detail.” - Sweeny Murti, WFAN“For those who

believe Yankees history began the day Babe Ruth reported for work in the spring of 1920, Dom

Amore has written an essential primer on their long, occasionally difficult, and always colorful

journey from the dregs of the American League to the throne of American sports. No other

writer could have told this story as it needed to be told, and whether you are a fan of the

Yankees or just of splendid storytelling this is a welcome addition to your bookshelf.” -Mike

Vaccaro, Sports columnist, New York Post; Author, 1941: The Greatest Year in Sports"What the

early Yankees lacked in pennants they made up for with great turn-of-the-century characters.

What a rogues gallery were they. Dom Amore mines this era beautifully." - Marty Appel, author

of Pinstripe Empire, Casey Stengel, and Munson"The Yankees are the most successful

organization in baseball history. Dom Amore does a wonderful job of taking us back to the

beginning of that journey. A thorough and entertaining read for fans of baseball history." - Jack

Curry, YES Network analyst“In A Franchise on the Rise, baseball historian Dom Amore has

proven equal to the challenge of turning the least known, least successful era of the New York

Yankees into a compelling and fascinating read. Painstakingly researched, Yankee fans and

baseball historians alike will applaud Amore's detailed, well-crafted treatment of the long-

ignored pre-Babe Ruth Yankees.” - Bill Madden, 2010 Baseball Hall of Fame J.G. Taylor Spink



Award winner“Few people know and appreciate the complete history of the Yankees like Dom

Amore. That’s what makes him the perfect person to bring to life what is essentially the

superhero origin story of baseball’s most celebrated franchise. This is like learning about

Krypton rather than Superman. We all know about Ruth & Gehrig, Mantle & Maris, Billy &

George, Jeter & Mariano. Now we get the stories we don’t know by heart. You can’t call

yourself a true Yankees fan until you know the whole story, the one Dom Amore tells in vivid

detail.” - Sweeny Murti, WFAN“For those who believe Yankees history began the day Babe

Ruth reported for work in the spring of 1920, Dom Amore has written an essential primer on

their long, occasionally difficult, and always colorful journey from the dregs of the American

League to the throne of American sports. No other writer could have told this story as it needed

to be told, and whether you are a fan of the Yankees or just of splendid storytelling this is a

welcome addition to your bookshelf.” -Mike Vaccaro, Sports columnist, New York Post; Author,

1941: The Greatest Year in Sports"What the early Yankees lacked in pennants they made up

for with great turn-of-the-century characters. What a rogues gallery were they. Dom Amore

mines this era beautifully." - Marty Appel, author of Pinstripe Empire, Casey Stengel, and

Munson"The Yankees are the most successful organization in baseball history. Dom Amore

does a wonderful job of taking us back to the beginning of that journey. A thorough and

entertaining read for fans of baseball history." - Jack Curry, YES Network analystAbout the
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BrandBibliographyFOREWORDAs I sit in the broadcast booth on a glorious midsummer day, I

look up at Yankee Stadium and look at how majestic this ballpark is. That’s the Yankees.I

suppose I ought to begin when I was a little boy and was made a Yankees fan by my dad. This

was in the late 1940s. The Yankees’ stadium was more majestic than the other ballparks,

Ebbets Field and the Polo Grounds, and it seemed that the Yankees were, as they say, across

the tracks and up the hill.I listened to a game on the radio, I was in the car and the adults

turned it on, and I fell in love on that day. You fell in love—I fell in love—with the Yankees and

their uniforms and the stadium and all the championships. I was born at the right time, when

they were winning championships all the time. I thought I was a Yankee, because I was a

Yankee fan. I thought they were the classiest team.Now, looking back, it didn’t start out that

way. When they established the franchise in 1903 as the Highlanders, it took them 18 seasons

to win the American League, and then they wound up playing the team that was their landlord—

they were tenants of the Giants at the Polo Grounds. It began with Babe Ruth in that

ballpark.That’s the story Dom Amore tells in A Franchise on the Rise, the story of how the

Yankees came to be and mean so much. If you look at the Yankees, they’ve been able to carry

this banner of being the greatest franchise in sports through the ’20s with Babe and Lou; and

then the ’30s with Joe D., the 1936 to ’39 teams, the greatest teams that nobody ever talks

about; and the ’40s with Yogi, and then Whitey and Mickey. Then there are the George

Steinbrenner “Bronx Zoo” days of the ’70s—you can’t even name all of those key players, from

Thurman Munson to Reggie Jackson, Billy Martin, Graig Nettles, Bucky Dent, Willie Randolph,

Ron Guidry—the list goes on. And then to the ’90s with Joe Torre, obviously, my era in

broadcasting. Anyway, that’s quite an accomplishment, to keep that franchise up there that

many years, as being “The” Franchise.The Yankees symbolize something. They symbolize the



best, the classiest. And that’s why a lot of people have said through the years, when they put

on the Yankees uniform they feel they have to live up to the Yankees standards.As you will

learn in this book, in 1923 owner Jacob Ruppert ordered that players wear clean uniforms

every day. That sense of class has embodied the Yankees, and it’s great for Yankees fans who

love them, and it’s great for everyone else who hates them. That’s good for baseball.The

Yankees have been very lucky to have guys like Derek Jeter on their roster, and now Aaron

Judge. Every time you mention to Judge how well he’s doing, he tells you, “Well, it’s because of

my teammates.” His character is very Jeter-like, it’s very Lou Gehig-like, it’s very DiMag-

like.You know, I don’t believe that one job is better than another. Whether you’re a broadcaster,

a player, or a manager, it’s all Major League Baseball. But it carries a little bit extra when it’s the

Yankees. And before I got this job, I didn’t think it would ever happen, and now it’s over 30

years that I’ve been broadcasting their games. I am so typecast, which you could understand

by my having done so many games, but someone said to me once, “That’s a pretty good thing

to be typecast as.” And it’s true.I love the history of all sports. And if Dom Amore wrote a book

about the ’32 St. Louis Browns, who finished sixth (I looked it up), I would love to read it. But to

read about how the Yankees were formed? The story of how they began with nothing and,

piece by piece, built the franchise and the brand name that we all know today? Well, you’ve

heard me say many times, you can’t predict baseball, but I can predict you will love this book

and learn so much from it.Enjoy the read.—JOHN STERLING, Bronx, New York, July 5,

2017INTRODUCTIONTHE JOY CLUB“God, what a way to run a ballclub!”—Jimmy Austin,

infielder, 1909–1910Those who met Roger Peckinpaugh late in his life were impressed by his

long, lantern jaw and his firm handshake. Everything about him suggested he was all business,

especially when it came to baseball.So in 1913, when a young, beetle-browed Peckinpaugh

was traded to the Yankees, who used to be the Highlanders and whose manager Frank

Chance thought hadn’t done enough to earn any nickname, he was appalled.“Hal Chase was

the first baseman,” Peckingpaugh told author Donald Honig for the book The Man in the

Dugout. “Prince Hal. I was just a kid breaking in and Hal Chase had the reputation of being the

greatest first baseman of all time. I remember a few times I threw a ball over to first base and it

went by him to the stands, and a couple of runs scored. It really surprised me. I’d think, ‘Geez,

that throw wasn’t that bad.’ Then later on, when he got the smelly reputation, it came back to

me.”Chase was later traded by the Yankees and eventually kept out of baseball on suspicion of

fixing games. “Peck,” the 22-year-old shortstop, was soon named Yankees captain.The

Yankees made Roger Peckinpaugh, at twenty-three, the youngest manager in major league

history, a distinction he is likely to hold forever. Bain News Service, courtesy of the Library of

Congress“The Yankees at that time were what we used to call a ‘joy team,’” Peck continued,

“lots of joy and lots of losing. Nobody thought we could win, and most of the time we didn’t. But

it didn’t seem to bother the boys too much. They would start singing songs in the infield in the

middle of the game.”Hardly recognizable today, this was “Yankees baseball” for much of the

first two decades of the 20th century. By comparison, the Mets, born with castoffs in 1962,

were World Champions by 1969. The Yankees needed all of 21 years to reach the top.There

wasn’t a comedian the caliber of Casey Stengel to ease the pain, but the journey, which began

with a couple of well-connected New York pols providing what nobody else could—a suitable

piece of land—was nevertheless fascinating and improbable, filled with colorful, sometimes

unsavory characters, with would-be saviors. There was cheating, and brawling, and at times it

seemed the American League franchise in New York barely existed at all.“An impression once

prevailed in this town that nobody loves the Yankees,” wrote Heywood Broun in 1915. The New

York Americans, the prevailing theory went, had few fans but did give the city’s baseball fans a



chance to see the American League’s great stars, Ty Cobb, Tris Speaker, Smokey Joe Wood,

Walter Johnson, and Connie Mack’s famous “$100,000 Infield.”When Frank Chance was

brought over from the Cubs to manage the Yankees in 1913, at astronomical expense and with

wild fanfare, it appeared as though New York might turn a corner. But Chance’s tenure brought

more embarrassment, and finally he quit in a snit and handed the club over to Peckinpaugh,

now 23, who managed the last 20 games of the 1914 season.“The owners, what did they

know?” Peckinpaugh told author Marty Appel in 1974. “They took the gate receipts and put

them in a safe. They didn’t know baseball. Anyway, Chance says he was going to recommend

me to run the club for the rest of the season. ‘Maybe you can get a little extra dough out of it,’

he told me.“The next day, [Highlanders owner Frank] Farrell says, ‘We want you to take charge

of the team for the rest of the season.’ So I say, ‘Yeah? What’s in it for me?’ So they offered me

a little extra dough. And that’s how I became the youngest manager in the big leagues at 23.”To

this day, Peckinpaugh is the youngest manager in major league history. The Yankees were 10–

10 and improved from seventh to sixth place.“There wasn’t much managing to do,”

Peckinpaugh told Honig, “other than selecting the starting pitcher and hoping we didn’t get beat

too badly.”Things began to change when an aristocratic brewer, Jacob Ruppert, and a

bombastic engineer, Til Huston, bought the franchise in January of 1915. Piece by piece, they

assembled the team and found both the right manager, Miller Huggins, and the right man to

buffer the manager from ownership meddling, Ed Barrow. They also found a superstar to build

around (Babe Ruth), the scouts, and, finally, the grand palace to be called Yankee Stadium.

Within eight years of buying the team, the Yankees ruled the baseball world, and at the top

they would stay for decades. Peckinpaugh, meanwhile, returned to his role as shortstop and

captain and stayed long enough to play in a World Series.Many, many outstanding books have

been written on the remarkable history of the Yankees. Some have encompassed the entire

history to whatever point they were published, some focused in intricate detail on just one year,

or one era, including the early years, or one player, or one relationship.In this work, I focus on

the period from 1903 to 1923, the long road from a team existing only on paper to the first

World Series championship. Through the modern access and digital-search capability to a

wide range of old newspapers and periodicals, I have tried to find the characters’ own voices

and allow them to define themselves. In an era of not one, but a dozen papers in New York, it

was possible at times to vividly reconstruct events of more than a century ago. Each paper, for

instance, pursued a different angle of Ty Cobb’s beating of a crippled fan in the stands at

Hilltop Park in 1912. Assembled together, the full story emerges. I have endeavored to flesh out

some parts of the story, tracing the day-by-day progress in the papers of the time. Some details

made headlines at the time but were then buried in microfilm and forgotten, such as the snowy

night Honus Wagner was offered 20 crisp $1,000 bills to join the new franchise in New York;

why there were holes punched in the outfield fence that facilitated the stealing of signs in 1909;

that the Yankees’ pursuit of a manager to succeed Peckinpaugh included a flirtation with

Connie Mack; or that the team thought it had the next big superstar in a college football end

named George Halas.This is a story of the business of baseball, as it was done at the time

and, in many ways, as it still must be done. There was no secret to building a winning

organization. It took money and luck, but it also took a group of people working as a team,

each allowed to do his job and each doing it superbly. Then, as now, a winning organization is

an organization, one that makes a sound plan and sticks to it.But then, as now, the human

element should not be overlooked, and the forces of personalities on the course of history

cannot be overestimated.So this is meant to be a baseball story, the narrative of a sorry, sad-

sack club that eventually grew to become champions.CHAPTER 1THE TENDERLOIN:



UNEASY BIRTH OF A FRANCHISEFrank Moss: I want to ask you a broad question: Do you

consider the city wide open?Bill Devery: It has always been wide open. I have never known it

closed and I was born here.When police chief William Steven “Big Bill” Devery was jostling

around in his chair the way a heavy man does at the dusty, smoke-filled Tammany Hall in April

1899, he seemed to be defining New York City at the turn of the 20th century. When he

answered the investigator’s questions, before the Mazet Commission (not the first commission

created to investigate and trap him) and declared New York City “wide open,” he wasn’t

referring to a warm welcome for outsiders. The city, run for decades by Tammany Hall bosses,

was a place where anything went—that is, if enough of it went into the right pockets.And deep

and bulging were Bill Devery’s pockets. Those gathered snickered, sometimes roared at

Devery’s outrageously vague, evasive, winking, self-effacing answers, because that was Big

Bill Devery and his relationship with the city.Devery, born in New York on January 9, 1854,

began as a patrolman with the New York Police Department in 1878 and by the 1890s was a

captain, making the nightly rounds in The Tenderloin, Manhattan’s Red Light District on the

west side, dominated by pool halls, brothels, and saloons.Most evenings, Devery’s rotund

silhouette could be seen on the corner of 26th and 8th, where patrons could come by if they

needed his attention or wished to make a contribution. “Honest graft,” Big Bill called it, the

ultimate oxymoron, and he and his men would then “protect” the establishments that paid

up.Bill Devery, here with manager Harry Wolverton in 1912, was a “silent partner,” but he was

often visible at Hilltop Park. Bain News Service, courtesy of the Library of CongressHe was

convicted on bribery and extortion charges in 1897, but it was overturned on appeal and he

was restored to the force. Within months, when the five boroughs joined to form the sprawling

New York City of the 20th century and beyond, Devery was named chief of police—to the

horror of the reformers.Sure, he made powerful, implacable enemies, but none was able to

corral him. “He represented in the police department all that I had warred against as

commissioner,” wrote Theodore Roosevelt, whose warring went largely for naught.Devery was

questioned by Moss in 1899 for possible finagling in the Bob Fitzsimmons-Jim Jeffries fight at

Coney Island, which he threatened to stop, then allowed to continue. There was the Lexow

Committee, which uncovered bribery, extortion, counterfeiting, voter intimidation, and election

fraud. And there was the Mazet Committee, established by Roosevelt to investigate Richard

Croker’s and Tim Sullivan’s Tammany machinations, for which Moss cross-examined Devery

about improprieties in the building department.When Devery issued an order to his men to

disregard the state’s election bureau in November 1900, Roosevelt, now governor and vice-

presidential nominee, fired off letters to the mayor, the sheriff, and the district attorney, warning

he would hold them personally responsible for Devery’s actions.And yet Devery, lampooned in

Harper’s sitting on a fire hydrant scooping in gold coins from a “fairy godmother,” broke the

rules and lined his pockets with an insouciance that made him oddly likeable. Lincoln Steffans,

one of the most celebrated investigative journalists of that or any age, loved sparring with

Devery. “We’ll have a fight,” he told Steffans on the street corner one day, “and I hope you enjoy

it as much as I will. I’ll win, you know….” Devery was known, in fact, to fill scrapbooks with the

unflattering cartoons drawn of him, and his oft-used preamble to courtroom questions, “well,

touchin’ on and appertainin’ to …,” became a city catch phrase, especially in The Tenderloin.“It

was easy for the Christian ministers to hate Devery and reproach us for loving our enemy; they

never met him,” Steffans wrote. “… But as a character, as a work of art, he was a masterpiece.

Every reporter I ever assigned to roast the man came back smiling, and put the smile in his

report.”Devery laughed at the most dogged of muckrakers, stuck out his chin and dared them

to take their best shot. “And,” he chortled to one of Steffans’s colleagues, “I’ll shut the windows



to keep th’ noise out and go right on doing business just the same.”And for a time, he did. He

got things done and the people were with him. The “Canyon of Heroes” parade route that has

become a New York signature was originally laid out by Devery, for Admiral George Dewey’s

return from war in 1899.By this time, Devery had made the acquaintance of Francis J. Farrell, a

man who could help him navigate New York politics and who would lead him to baseball.While

Devery was big and boisterous, with straining vest buttons and a bristling mustache, Frank J.

Farrell, a few years younger, stylish and natty, usually wore a serious expression, derby pulled

down in front, and knew when to keep his mouth shut. As Devery was moving up the ranks,

Farrell went to work tending bar for Jimmie Wakely at 31st and 6th, pouring the drinks for

Tammany Hall’s pols. When Wakely opened a new place on 42nd street, he sold Farrell the old

saloon, according to the Brooklyn Eagle, “on friendly terms.”“Farrell made many friends in The

Tenderloin,” the Eagle reported, in a favorable profile in 1901, “and while his saloon was often

the resort of many of the characters with which the district abounds, he never became mixed

up with any scandals.”He did, however, become mixed up with Big Bill Devery. That was

inevitable. “The acquaintance speedily ripened into friendship, and then Farrell, under the

protecting wing of his patron, began to move up in the world.”Frank Farrell (bottom right) took

his place among the AL’s hierarchy, including Charles Comiskey (bottom left) and president

Ban Johnson (bottom center). Bain News Service, courtesy of the Library of CongressFarrell

became the leading player in the legal, semilegal, and illegal gambling of the time, a lover of

horseracing, and a czar of the Tenderloin’s many pool halls, as many as 250 of them. One can

easily imagine the nightly conversations between Farrell and Devery, in Farrell’s dive, and on

Devery’s favorite street corner. As the 1890s were coming to a close, it was but a matter of time

before they would get together for a project, and only natural that baseball, quickly becoming a

national obsession and burgeoning business, would sprout from their ill-gotten gains.“There

was one thing that all who have had confidential dealings with [Farrell] concur in saying,” the

Eagle concluded. “He can keep a secret and he is true to his friends. These qualities endeared

him in the heart of Devery and when the latter rose, Farrell became recognized as his right-

hand man.”Between the discreet Farrell’s legal bookmaking and off-track betting operations in

the neighborhood’s pool halls and the blustery Devery’s “honest graft,” the pair were part of a

syndicate, the New York Times reported, that raked in $3 million in 1899, the equivalent of

more than $80 million in 2016 dollars.Farrell’s relative anonymity and behind-the-scenes

influence were finally thrust out into the open during the 1901 mayoral campaign, when William

Travers Jerome labeled his opponent, Henry V. Unger, a stooge of Farrell, “head of the

gambling combine in this city.”On October 13, 1901, the New York Times charged, “it is vice

itself in the person of Farrell that has brought about the nomination of Mr. Unger.… Farrell

wants a district attorney who will not make trouble for him.”Tammany Hall’s candidates lost that

election, but Farrell and Devery remained well-known figures in the city, at once admired for

their audacity and power and held in contempt for their malfeasance. In their late-’30s, they

“retired” rather comfortably. Leaving office, Mayor Robert Van Wyck, seemingly unaware of the

irony, called Devery the best police chief the city ever had.A baseball impresario would turn to

such a pair only if desperate to get his show on Broadway. And Ban Johnson, who forged the

American League and ruled it with absolute power, was becoming desperate. An Ohio native

who by that time had moved from Chicago to establish an office in the Flatiron Building, just off

the northern edge of The Tenderloin, the building where the successful business people of the

day set up shop, Johnson found the city anything but “wide open.”Johnson was determined and

shrewd. Like Farrell, he was often seen with slick hair, parted in the middle, a wing collar, and

derby, earmarks of the day’s dressed-for-success; ran the Western League in the 1890s, but



rebranded; and the “American” League challenged the established National as one of

baseball’s major leagues. He was raised to be a lawyer but dropped out of the University of

Cincinnati to become a sportswriter and gravitated to baseball, where he planned to make his

mark by cleaning up the game’s image, marred by gambling, drinking, and

brawling.Throughout 1901 and 1902, he signed star players from the NL, shattering the

established league’s cap on salaries, and assigned them to his teams. He also undercut the

established league in ticket prices in Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Chicago. It was a

smashing success. But he knew that “major league” status could not truly be achieved without

a team in New York, and more specifically on Manhattan Island.Nothing was happening in

Manhattan without the Tammany machine’s approval. The Giants were Tammany’s team,

especially while Andrew Freedman owned them. As Johnson schemed to bring the flagging

Baltimore Orioles to New York, Freedman was there to thwart him at every turn.Freedman and

the ever-combative John McGraw, once a friend of Johnson and now a bitter enemy, took hold

of the Baltimore franchise and began sending its players to the National League, in hopes that

the Orioles would fold, wreak havoc on the remaining 1902 schedule, and destroy the image of

the AL as a “major” league. Johnson foiled them, invoking rules in the league charter that

allowed him to take controlling interest and compelling other teams to send players to

Baltimore and keep the schedule intact.Now, from the Flatiron, Johnson acted as owner and

GM for a franchise that existed only in his mind and began collecting players. “I have been

forced by circumstances to put the cart before the horse,” he would say.Johnson spent a

frustrating winter trying to find owners, and a site for a ballpark to be built to replace the Orioles

franchise with a new one in New York. But without connected men to own the team, securing

the site was impossible. At Cincinnati in mid-January, NL owners met and hammered out a

peace agreement with Johnson. The owners, so happy to have their league stabilized again

and expecting stock to skyrocket, sang “In the Good Old Summer Time,” the latest hit from Tin

Pan Alley, the New York Sun reported on January 20, 1903.John T. Brush, owner of the Giants,

was not in the chorus, having left town quickly on other business, it was said. The NL, as part

of the deal, agreed to allow Johnson to place a team in New York—meaning one of the five

boroughs. Brush, who had acquired controlling interest in the Giants but still had Freedman as

an ally, aimed to keep the franchise as far from Manhattan as possible.New York newspapers

of the day rarely carried bylines, but Joe Vila had nonetheless become one of the best-known

sportswriters of the day. A Harvard man, Vila had been at the Sun since 1889 and was

believed to be the first to take a typewriter ringside at boxing matches. As a result, he knew

everyone and got involved. As he doggedly pursued information on the AL’s plans for the city,

he asked Johnson one January day if he had an owner.Johnson, who had talked to a number

of potential backers in the city, had nothing secure—no owner and no site for a ballpark. Vila

suggested and arranged a meeting with Frank Farrell.As Frank Graham, who later worked for

Vila at the Sun, reported their conversation years later, Farrell offered to buy the team and told

Johnson he had a site on 165th and Broadway. It was far uptown, but Farrell assured Johnson

that soon the subways would make it accessible.Then Farrell presented a check for $25,000 as

a show of “good faith” and told Johnson he could keep it if he and his silent partner, Bill Devery

—who was about a silent as one of his parades—couldn’t make good on their promises.

“That’s a pretty big forfeit,” Johnson said.Vila laughed. Farrell was known to drop that, and

more, on a horse race. Johnson knew he now had a fallback plan, at least, and that night he

raised a glass at The Criterion Hotel, offered a toast in which he told a gathering of friends and

sportswriters that the American League was coming to New York. They’d have to wait for the

details.Johnson still looked at more favorable options for a ballpark. Though the Tammany



crowd had lost the election, Freedman remained on the board and effectively in control of the

powerful Interborough Rapid Transit System, which was building the subway system. No one

dared interfere with that project. Wherever Johnson thought he could build, there were road-

blocks. When he looked upon a seemingly perfect, easily accessed site off Lenox, north of

midtown, Freedman had the board claim the land for its needs.According to the Sun, Vila

reported that the truce between the leagues was teetering. “Although the National League

owners formally consented to the invasion of this city, its agents are doing all in their power to

block the deal,” reported the paper on March 8.“I decline to see any blood on the moon,” NL

president Harry Pulliam told Vila. “There has been no attempt by the National League to put

the American League up a tree.”Then Johnson eyeballed a lot in The Bronx, just across the

Macombs Dam Bridge and easily accessible from Manhattan—yes, roughly the spot where the

future Yankee Stadiums would be erected. The Astors, the legendary New York real estate

barons, owned the property, and Brush’s agents, trying to lease it short term, were able to tie

up the negotiations long enough so that a ballpark could not be built in time for the season.No,

if Ban Johnson was going to play ball in New York, he would first have to do so with its less-

than-savory movers, and on their terms and turf—and this put the man who so wanted to make

a fashionable thing of clean baseball in league with Frank Farrell, the pool room king, and Bill

Devery, that collector of “honest graft.”To allay Johnson’s misgivings, Farrell had agreed to keep

his involvement a secret; Vila, who had brokered the involvement, had not reported it. Joseph

Gordon, who ran a coal company and had been involved with the Giants in the 1880s, would

be the president, the front man.First week of March, 1903, Devery, still sparring in and out of

court with the incumbent city officials, threatened to run for mayor as an independent, which

turned out to be a bluff. Ban Johnson, on March 11, announced he was bluffing no more. “I

know I have made many promises with regard to this matter which I have been compelled,

through circumstances, to break,” he said. “But this time, there will be no slip-ups. We have

cleaned up the deal completely.”The location, like the Farrell-Devery connection, had been kept

secret as they worked to lease the massive, 9.6-acre site, between 165th and 168th, from its

owners, the New York Institute for the Blind. The papers were signed and building permits

secured, when Johnson called reporters back to the hotel at 9 p.m.The mystery was at last

revealed, reported in the papers on March 12. Gordon would be president, and John B. Day—

another with long, if peripheral, baseball experience—would be his No. 2 man. Johnson would

not have a controlling interest in this franchise. As he explained, “it will be owed completely by

New York men.”A tall, distinguished, white-haired man, Gordon appeared right out of central

casting to be president of a company. He would make the rest of the syndicate known “in a few

days,” the Sun reported. In fact, only in 1909, after Gordon was pushed out and was suing

Farrell, did the full nature of the dealings become public knowledge.The 16,000-seat ballpark

would be built in seven weeks’ time on sprawling grounds bordered by 165th Street on the

south, 168th on the north, Fort Washington Avenue on the east, and 11th Avenue on the west.

The new subway, when completed, would stop at the northeast corner of the lot, but current

trolley service could drop fans within a short walk of the grounds.Johnson sold the franchise for

$18,000, but the owners would assume the costs of building the park. The next day, Johnson

took pols and reporters on a tour of the site, “the consensus of opinion being,” Vila wrote, “that

when completed the field will be the finest in the world for baseball purposes.”Johnson raved

about the glorious views of the Hudson and the Palisades that this, one of the highest spots on

the Island, would offer. The surface was horribly rocky, however, and a former police inspector,

Thomas McAvoy, had the contract for building the grounds, the clue of a Devery connection. It

would take $200,000 to clear and prepare the land for a baseball diamond, well over $5 million



in 2016 dollars, and about $50,000 to erect the wooden grandstand, which would be very plain.

Tammany’s fingers would be in every slice of the pie.Brush, Freedman, and their gang tried

one more time to interfere, stirring up the neighbors and a local church to protest the building

of the ballpark and the saloons that might soon surround it and calling for 166th and 167th

Streets to be opened up to run across the middle of the lot. But whether they knew it or not,

they were up against Farrell and Devery now. The opposition melted away.Gordon announced

there would be no liquor sold at the games. The Institute for the Blind had insisted upon that

before leasing the property, and he wanted to have a contest where “small boys” in the city

would submit suggestions to name the ballpark. The winner would get a season pass to the

games.McAvoy assured everyone that the park, which would eventually be called “American

League Park,” would be ready for the home opener on April 30, 1903, and drilling and blasting

began immediately. American League baseball, which Johnson promised to be as American as

apple pie, was coming to New York, the deal done as only it could be done in the Big Apple,

“wide open” to those who dealt with the right people.Day after day in March and April, the

progress was reported in detail by Vila and the Sun. But it was another paper, the New-York

Tribune, that reported, citing “reliable sources” shortly before the opener, that Big Bill Devery

was seen inspecting the grounds and could have as much as $100,000 invested in the New

York American League club.“Me, a backer!” Devery roared, when the Tribune posed the

question. “I only wish I did own some stock in a baseball club. I’m a poor man and I don’t own

stock in anything. What would I do with a baseball team? Me pitch with a stomach like this?

Not on yer life!”Beginning the next day, the Tribune winked back, repeatedly referring to the

new team in game reports as “the Deveryites.”CHAPTER 2YEAR ONE: BORN TO

ORGANIZEOne thing is certain: New York will give the American League a royal welcome….

Boston, too, will appreciate seeing a fine team hailing from New York.—Tim Murnane, Boston

Globe, March 1903By all accounts, April 30, 1903, was a near-perfect day to play baseball on

the northern tip of Manhattan Island. Brilliant sunshine bathed the new ballpark on the bluff

with spectacular river views and a cool, comfortable breeze.In 1777, George Washington and

his army made their escape through the neighborhood, fleeing across the Hudson River to

fight another day. Flash-forward nearly 130 years, and there was red, white, and blue draped

everywhere, plus a new wrinkle: blue flags flapped atop the grandstand, carrying the name in

white letters of every American League city—Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, and St. Louis—the stable composition of the league, now that New York was

at last in, for the next 50 years.Thousands of small American flags, handed to spectators on

the way in, waved in the stands as bandmaster William Bayne’s 69th Regiment band played

“Yankee Doodle,” a prophetic choice, of course, that may have first planted the idea of the

future nickname. The band also played “Washington Post March,” “The Stars and Stripes

Forever,” and other popular patriotic songs.And in the city that served as the nation’s front

porch for millions of arriving immigrants, many flags were in sight on this day. The New York

Sun quoted a spectator: “Flags of all nations. That means that someday baseball will be played

under every flag in the world and that baseball will be a world-wide game.”It was a day for

global-scaled dreaming. Oh, the stands and clubhouses weren’t finished, the roof wasn’t up,

players had to dress before coming to work, and the playing surface had a few hazards,

including high spots and a swamp in right field that nearly swallowed the Highlanders’ best

player on the first play of the game. Nevertheless, papers rhapsodized, heaping praise on

contractor Thomas McAvoy and groundskeeper Phil Schenk for getting a ballpark ready for a

baseball game in about six weeks and praising the idyllic vistas for those who lifted their eyes

occasionally from the diamond below.Remaining work would be done during the first extended



road trip, but in its 10 years of existence, American League Park, or Hilltop Park as it was more

familiarly known, never seemed to be quite finished. It began as almost an open field, reported

as 400 feet to the right field fence, 542 to center, and 365 to left. Ron Selter, of The Society for

American Baseball Research, later determined the original distances as 365 feet to left, 378 to

left center, 420 to center, 424 to right center, and 385 to right. In June, a temporary fence was

extended across right-center to keep the dangerous ravine out of play, shortening center field

to 390 feet, right-center to 346, and right field to 300. The temporary fence was removed in

1904, then restored in 1907, shortening center to 395, right-center to 412, and right to 365. For

the last two seasons, bleachers added to center field pushed the fence in to 370 feet in dead-

center and 372 in right-center, very reachable even in the Deadball Era.Over the years, as

bleacher seats were added and the roof extended, the ballpark never really developed a

signature or memorable feature. Like the team, it had a lack of a clear identity.The Americans—

or were they, depending on the newspaper one read, the Highlanders, the Hilltoppers, Griff-

men, Invaders, or Deveryites?— had begun their existence with two wins and two losses in

Washington, and two losses in three games in Philly. Now they were ready to introduce

themselves to New York.As the home team marched like rookie cadets out to the flagpole, with

reporters within earshot, manager Clark Griffith called out, “I see three men in the grandstand

with straw hats. That means warm weather is here, sure enough, so you fellows are due to find

your batting eyes today.”The Highlanders, as they were more or less officially named because

of the high ground on which they played, and because of the fact that the team’s figurehead

president, Joseph Gordon, brought to mind the famous infantry regiment “Gordon’s

Highlanders,” were not simply an established franchise relocated from Baltimore. Nor was this

to be a hapless expansion franchise, in the sense of the castoff-filled 1962 Mets. This was a

franchise of established players, put together over the winter by AL president Ban Johnson,

who threw out the first ball as Farrell and Devery discreetly settled into their box seats.The

expectation was success. To make it work would take a born organizer, and Johnson, before

anything else was settled, had prevailed upon the Chicago White Sox owner, crusty Charles

Comiskey, to grudgingly give up his successful manager, Clark Griffith, for this endeavor, for

the good of the American League.“Historic ground,” wrote the Sun, “where Washington fought

and where Griffith will now endeavor to lead his forces to victory.”Born four years after the end

of the Civil War in Cedar Creek, Missouri, Griffith was two when he lost his father in a hunting

accident. As a boy, he watched the returning soldiers play baseball in town, as they had to

pass the time between battles. Raised by a widowed mother and plagued with chronic

illnesses, Griffith grew to a frail but fiesty 5-foot-6 when the family moved to Illinois. He started

as a bat boy for a local team but at age 17 was given a chance to try pitching. He became one

of the game’s first finesse pitchers—“The Old Fox,” they came to call him—and was once

handed a bill by the opposing team for 11 damaged baseballs, which he had gouged with his

spikes and used to get them out.Rising to the National League in the 1890s, he became one of

the leaders of movements to organize players, and, as the league capped salaries, Griffith was

sought out by Ban Johnson as the perfect guy to convince players to jump to gain leverage. He

was savvier than the average player, and when he talked, they listened. In 1901, Griffith was

pitcher/manager for Chicago, the first league champs, and Johnson consulted him frequently,

especially when Andrew Freedman and John McGraw began sabotaging the Baltimore

franchise in mid-1902.Shortly after the season, Johnson made it known that Griffith, already

popular with baseball writers around the country, would manage the team in New York, and

they set about signing players. Griffith lured seven of the champion Pittsburgh Pirates—who

went 103–36 in 1902—to jump to the AL and later said he got every player he recruited except



one. During a snowstorm in Carnegie, Pennsylvania, Honus Wagner returned to his home

riding a sleigh and found Clark Griffith waiting for him, and offering $20,000.“I was making

$3,000 with Pittsburgh,” Wagner told the Pittsburgh Press in 1950, “and $20,000 seemed like a

lot of money. I told Griff I didn’t think there was that much money in the world. He calmly pulled

out 20 $1,000 bills and I must admit it was tempting. But I told Griff I was perfectly satisfied and

[Pirates owner] Barney Dreyfuss had treated me fine.”How much differently the first decade of

the New York franchise may have played out if the finest player in baseball, Honus Wagner,

had accepted the offer and played shortstop for them!Griffith did, however, get Jack Chesbro

and Jesse Tannehill, top starting pitchers. Catcher Jack O’Connor and third baseman Wid

Conroy and outfielder Lefty Davis all jumped from Pittsburgh to New York, as well. Johnson

and Griffith double-teamed Willie Keeler in a secret Chicago meeting to make the jump from

Brooklyn for $10,000, plus a $2,000 bonus. The addition of a few other established players

from elsewhere, and a handful of holdovers from the 1902 Orioles, caused the Highlanders to

quickly boast a formidable roster.Griffith didn’t stop there. He even made a run (unsuccessful,

of course) at the Giants’ Christy Mathewson. Okay, now imagine Wagner and Masterson.While

Ban Johnson was making his way through New York’s political jungle to identify owners and

land for the ballpark, Griffith was settling into a hotel residence on 155th Street and

Amsterdam Avenue. On the day the franchise was officially unveiled, March 12, Griffith and

Gordon began “burning the wires,” according to the Sun, to make a $10,000 deal for Ed

Delahanty, one of the game’s great sluggers. Johnson eventually slowed Griffith down, so as

not to antagonize the NL and the Giants any further. Delahanty stayed with Washington, where

he died during that season in a mysterious fall into Niagara Falls.But by the time Johnson and

Griffith were finished, Gordon told reporters the 1903 roster would command an estimated

$80,000, twice what most NL payrolls were. The Brooklyn Eagle ran the story under the

headline “An Expensive Ball Club”—helping to shelve the concept of capping salaries in

baseball for the next century.Griffith packed and headed for Atlanta, where he had arranged for

the first training camp. The team grouped in Washington and on March 19, the Atlanta papers

enthusiastically announced their scheduled arrival on the train at 3:55 p.m. “The aggregation is

nothing less than a bunch of stars,” the Constitution said, and their morning and afternoon

workouts at Piedmont Park drew crowds.Griffith’s hands were on every aspect of the new

franchise, with a free hand to spend the owners’ cash and the league president’s complete

loyalty; he was now transitioning to the executive side of the game and had to work to hold

salaries down after years of trying to organize players to demand more money.He nevertheless

won the confidence of players as well as the owners. As an experienced horse breeder, Griffith

found common ground with Farrell, who was stepping out from the shadows as most active and

demanding of the ownership group. Theirs was to be a stormy relationship, however.Griffith’s

new team spent March and April of 1903 in Atlanta and New Orleans, playing Southern

Association teams. They beat the Crackers, 9–0, in the first exhibition game at Piedmont Park

on March 26, the first of three consecutive shutouts, then won three of five games against the

Pelicans in early April. Griffith paid for a couple of New York writers to cover camp (this is the

way things were done then), including Jim Bagley for the Evening Mail, and their stories began

building interest for the team’s arrival in New York.The Americans, as they barnstormed

northward, were wearing white flannel uniforms with black trim, black collars, and a black N

and Y on the breasts in an odd, olde English, hook font. Sporting Life called the attire “the

swellest thing in the business. Clark Griffith designed them.”For road games, the scheme was

reversed. The black was changed to dark blue, the font slightly different. The uniform, like the

ballpark, was adjusted nearly every season as the franchise searched for identity in those early



years. The N and Y were interlocked on the left breast in 1905, then separated again.In 1909,

presumably at Devery’s suggestion, the franchise adopted the interlocking N and Y designed

by Tiffany in 1877 and presented as a medal of valor to New York police officers shot in the line

of duty. The insignia appeared on the left sleeve and later on the left breast. Pinstripes first

appeared in black in 1912 and reappeared in 1915, after Farrell and Devery sold the team. The

iconic Yankees uniform at last was beginning to take shape and take hold.“Griff” was a

motivator. Ty Cobb, in a long Sunday magazine article of the period, noted the players’ habit of

overestimating the pitchers they hit well and Griffith’s reputation for pushing the right buttons:

“That pitcher must be pretty soft for you fellows to fatten your batting averages today, and they

need it,” Griffith would sneer. And if one of his hitters argued, Griffith would say, “When you

fellows are hitting, the pitcher always has lots of stuff. That’s old bunk.”On April 22, they

dropped their first regular season game, in front of a large crowd at Washington. Jack Chesbro

took the 3–1 loss. But the squad got its first win on April 23. Harry Howell, at 26, the youngest

member of the first rotation, beat the Senators, 7–2. New York got 11 hits, and Washington

made six errors.In Philadelphia, the Highlanders squared off against Connie Mack’s defending

league champions. Griffith made his first start and lost a pitching duel to young star Chief

Bender, 3–1. Only the last game was salvaged, as Jesse Tannehill took a shutout into the ninth

inning and held on through a sloppy finish to beat the Athletics, 5–4. Then the team headed to

its new home.The crowd, reported as 16,243 by the New York Times, was gathering at the less-

than-substantially-completed American League Grounds, with thousands sitting in temporary

folding chairs or standing in roped-off sections of the outfield. Meanwhile, the team grouped

behind home plate in what served as their warm-up jackets of the era—heavy, long maroon

wool sweaters with shawl collars, leather elbow patches, and the same N and Y.After his little

pep talk about straw hats, warm weather, and finding their batting eyes, Griffith handed the ball

to his best pitcher, Chesbro, and the Highlanders beat Washington, 6–2. The first batter, Rabbit

Robinson, drove one over Keeler’s head in right, the ball disappearing into the pond that was

not quite filled in. Keeler, protecting his left shoulder, which he had injured in an offseason

carriage accident, stopped short of falling down the ravine and into what writers began calling

“Keeler’s Hollow,” and it went for a double. But Chesbro stranded the runner, and New York

scored in each of its first two at-bats to take the lead for good.Clark Griffith (right), the Yankees’

first manager, ended up as the owner of the Washington Senators. After leaving the Yankees in

1908, he continued to play a role in the franchise’s history from the opposing side. AP

PhotoThe Highlanders won two of three from the Senators, and two of three from the A’s. After

losing, 6–1, to Hall of Famer Eddie Plank on getaway day, they boarded the train for Boston on

May 6 to start a stretch of three weeks on the road as McAvoy’s army of workers returned to

finish the ballpark.At 6-foot-1 and 195 pounds, first baseman John Ganzel, one of several

ballplaying brothers out of Kalamazoo, Michigan, was strapping for the era in which he played.

He was 24 when he broke in with the Pirates in 1898, and he moved from team to team,

between the majors and minors, before landing an everyday job with the Highlanders, taking

over first base as efforts to get Ed Delahanty failed.On May 11, Ganzel was back in his home

state, mired in a 2-for-23 slide, when he belted one of George Mullin’s curveballs over the

outfielders and set out around the bases. When he reached home safely, the game was broken

open, and Ganzel had etched his name permanently in the history of the franchise. It was the

first home run in Yankees history.William Edward Conroy, who went by “Wid,” was manning

third base for the Highlanders. At 25, he was one of the younger players lured from Pittsburgh,

and one of the few to jump back and forth. He had begun as a major leaguer with Milwaukee in

the American League in 1901, then moved to the Pirates, and finally returned to the AL. He



had a reputation for taking unusually large leads off first base, and for his all-around aggressive

play, resulting in a set-to with the Cubs’ Joe Tinker in 1902.Wid also etched his name on that

same day when he added the second home run in the seventh inning as the Highlanders beat

the Tigers, 8–2, to climb above .500. They would hit 18 homers as a team in 1903.From Boston

to Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, and Philadelphia the Highlanders roamed, a month-

long odyssey of the rails, during which they lost 12 of 20 games. When they returned to the

hilltop, they were 15–18, and there Boston buried them, by scores of 8–2, 9–0, and 9–3.The

first manager was on the hot seat.“Griffith has not given satisfaction as the leader of the team,”

Gordon, obviously goaded by Farrell, was quoted in Sporting Life. “But with the resources at

his disposal, he must now see to it that the boys play winning ball.”Hmmm, an old,

underachieving ballclub, wherein the owner calls out manager after a slow start. Does any of

that sound familiar?The team was old and banged up, and an embarrassed Clark Griffith now

realized he had misfired on some of his vaunted acquisitions and he left the team to scout for

new players. He tried again to acquire Delahanty to play first base, but Washington would not

budge.Herman “Germany” Long, former Boston National Leaguer, was the most acrobatic

shortstop in the game in his time, but his time was the 1890s. He was now 37, hitting .188 with

14 errors in 22 games. With Johnson’s prodding, Detroit took Long off New York’s hands in a

June 10 trade, sending their young, exciting shortstop, Kid Elberfeld, hitting .341, to New York

for Long and utilityman Ernest Courtney.The Giants had long been trying to land Elberfeld—

McGraw considered him a young version of himself—and when he was shuffled to the other

team in New York, the relationship between the teams deteriorated. The trade included “cash

considerations,” which prompted Gordon, in his short diatribe, to warn this was Griffith’s last

chance to turn it around. Norman Arthur “Kid” Elberfeld’s stormy time in New York began on

June 13. One of the writers—Elberfeld credited Sam Crane—dubbed him “the Tabasco Kid”

when he got to New York, and it stuck. The Highlanders were 18–23 when he arrived and

immediately tightened up the infield defense, helping Chesbro beat Detroit, 3–2. Then New

York posted consecutive 1–0 victories over Chicago. A seven-game winning streak vaulted

them over .500 in early July. As a long homestand offered a chance to climb back in the race,

they lost nine of 12.Keeler, his left shoulder barking, was hitting .313, the best of the bunch

around him, but far below his standards—he began the season with a .371 lifetime average

across a decade. In late July, the gossipy Sporting Life reported that Keeler was taking

“inconspicuous roads” back to his home in Brooklyn after Highlanders home games, reportedly

telling a friend, “Why, I am even ashamed to look my father in the face after the showing we

have been making since the season opened. With such an aggregation of stars as we have, we

ought to do much better.”
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Bill Emblom, “The Birth of the New York Yankees. Hooray, a book on the Yankees that includes

the years before they were the Yankees. The first time I read a book on the initial years of the

franchise was as a high school student reading a book entitled The Yankees by John Durant.

This latest effort by author Dom Amore recounts the years when the Baltimore franchise was

moved to New York for a price of $18,000 in 1903. Attempts by the lordly Giants made it

difficult for the team to find a location for a ball yard until a location was found on the west side

of upper Manhattan. Aging over-the-hill stars such as Wilie Keeler, Frank "Home Run" Baker

and several supernumeraries made up the roster led by managers such as Clark Griffith, Frank

Chance, George Stallings, and Wild Bill Donovan but failed to find success due to owner

interference from Bill Devery and Frank Farrell, neither of which would pass the test of

ownership today. Griffith, Chance, and Stallings found success with other teams.One thing I

liked about the book was the in-depth coverage to individuals such as Hal Chase, Kid

Elberfeld, Ping Bodie, George Halas, yes that George Halas, Carl Mays and others. Future

owners Jacob Ruppert and Til Huston are given their due as well with Ruppert eventually

buying out Huston. Huston was in France while Ruppert ran the team and a division between

the two developed when Huston wanted Wilbert Robinson to manage the team with Ruppert

wanting Miller Huggins.The rivalry between the Yankees and Giants is dealt with and the

Giants needed to play at Hilltop Park when fire destroyed the Polo Grounds. The Giants had to

show similar courtesy to the Yankees when the lease ran out at their home park and had to

move into the Polo Grounds until Yankee Stadium became ready to use in 1923. The first two

World Series between the two teams saw all of the games played at the Polo Grounds.One

thing I noticed about the book was the use of the name "Yankees" prior to 1913 when the

name change came. I would have preferred the author use the name "Highlanders" as they

were called. It wasn't mentioned in the book but the name change came due to the difficulty of

fitting "Highlanders" into a newspaper headline. Page 114 mentions this sentence: "The idea

of a New York series was renewed in 1914 and it was no contest, the Giants winning 4 games

to 1." Unless I am misunderstanding the author's meaning here, the 1914 World Series saw

George Stallings' Miracle Boston Braves defeat Connie Mack's Athletics in the fall classic that



year.  The book contains a few small photos.  A Yankee fan or not, this is baseball history.”

R. Ferris, “A welcome addition to Deadball Era history. This was a fun and engaging read,

bringing a view of the early American League from a different angle. I'm no Yankee lover, but

there's no denying the franchise's impact on baseball, and this history provided some

interesting insight into the franchise's development. I have a much clearer idea of the

Highlanders/Hilltoppers, etc., and their relationship with the once-dominant city favorite, the NY

Giants.”

J. Knaggs, “Great Team. As an admitted Yankee fan, I’ve been delighted learn some of the

detail and lore of this legendary team. Facts not well known are revealed in this carefully

compiled history. Be prepared to catch the author's pitch to be a better informed player in the

great baseball game of life.”

A journalist, “A Rollicking Good Read on the Early Days of the Yankees, nee Highlanders.

Though I'm a Red Sox fan, I found this book thoroughly researched, interesting and well

written. Sports historian Dom Amore has dug up so many great details of the early days of the

Yankees, bringing alive that era of greedy politicians, feuding owners and colorful players. He

deftly describes how the team's early struggles eventually lead to its later successes without

writing in a fawning way. Amore's book is a treat for any baseball fan, and spoiler alert: watch

for the story about an ostrich that eats spaghetti!”

2PekesMom, “Yankee Fan. Gift for husband who is a giant Yankee fan. He hasn't read it yet but

I'm sure he'll enjoy.”

Alan Cohen, “Dom Amore Has Written a Masterpiece. A Franchise on the Rise documents the

first 21 years of the New York Yankees from the Highlanders of 1903 through the first World

Championship at the new Yankee Stadium in 1923. A great story by a great storyteller - and it's

all true!”

Cynthia, “Must have for any Yankee fan!. Awesome book!!  A must have for any Yankee fan!”

Peter LaPlaca, “Great information about the start of the Yankees. A little too much repetition”

The book by Dom Amore has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 45 people have provided feedback.
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